
Making bulk transport 
a pleasure.

The U-rockSTAR:
Some highlights summarized

specialist in moving floors - tippers

To transport all kinds of heavy 
building materials, asphalt and 
demolition waste in bulk, the 
U-Rockstar offers the best solution. 
 
This half-round, steel tipper trailer 
is the champion of our  
build segment. 

The design is developed in such 
a way that form, function, and 
toughness are in perfect harmony.

Discover our specialised options on 
www.stas.be.

BUILD

https://www.stas.be/en/store/build/u-rockstar
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Stability and safety
Unstable surfaces, large obstacles, sloping surfaces,... In the construction sector there are too 
many dangers to list them all. The importance of safety and stability simply cannot  
be overestimated.

« A total chassis width of 1400 mm without 
narrowing in the front section.

« Anti vibration blocks provide a plastic 
connection between the body and the 
chassis. In addition to improved stability, 
this also works against  
vibrations and backlash.

« The tipping axle is fully integrated in the 
chassis. 

« Large and precisely positioned centre 
guides further reduce the play between 
tipping body and chassis. 

« The connection of the crossmembers to 
the chassis beam and the rounded pleats 
ensure a lower tension and a better  
distribution of tension in the chassis.

« All controls are located in one central lo-
cation and are mounted as far outwards as 
possible so that the driver does not have 
to bend over. In addition, the functions of 
the buttons are clearly indicated. 
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Strong
Semi-trailers in the construction segment are often found on rough terrain and are also used in a 
wide range of applications and situations. This is why we have developed our strongest tipper to 
date for construction and demolition.

« Own designed buffer blocks that have been 
developed far above the current stan-
dard. Even in serious collisions there are no 
problems. 

« The most crucial welds are welded auto-
matically, resulting in a very consistent, and 
therefore strong, weld. 

« The body is made entirely of HB450. This 
guarantees the longest possible lifespan, 
even with in case of the most intensive use.
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Design and finishing
The eye wants something too, as we at STAS realise all too well. That is why we strive for  
perfection down to the smallest detail without losing sight of functionality. 
Get on the road with pride.

« In addition to the toughest parts, we also 
use the most durable lacquer and the 
most advanced lacquering process on the 
market. Essential for the construction and 
demolition sector.

« Nowhere on the vehicle is there any 
unpainted metal to be seen. To prevent 
corrosion, and of course also because it 
looks visually better. 

« Unique back piece that is not only strong 
and ergonomic, but also forms a beautiful 
and unique whole with the rest of the body. 

« All cables and pipes are nicely concea-
led, which not only ensures safety and 
durability, but also a well-kept, professio-
nal look.

« The integrated mudguards are both attrac-
tive and functional: no protruding parts, so 
no load residue and easy to replace.


